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Radar Website Monitor is a complete tool for
website monitoring, offering services that include

but are not limited to the following: ￭ Check if
your website is still accessible - check if web

addresses are still reachable or not. ￭ Monitor web
server response time - monitors if it is taking a long
time to respond to a request. ￭ Record the time of
the last visit - check if your site was accessed for
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the last time. ￭ Get the last two pages that visitors
viewed - examine if someone went to another page
besides the main one. ￭ Get the last day that your

website was accessed - determine when was the last
time someone visited your site. ￭ Manage access
authorization for your website - check if someone
bypassed your login page and accessed your site. ￭
Monitor only password protected websites - check
if your website is accessible via HTTP protocol. ￭
Monitor only certain web pages - display reports

for only the web pages you specify. ￭ Monitor only
secured web servers - allow you to check if there is

any secured server running on the specified web
address. ￭ Monitor only secured SMTP servers -
allow you to check if there is any secured SMTP
server running on the specified email address. ￭

Monitor only secured POP3 servers - allow you to
check if there is any secured POP3 server running

on the specified email address. ￭ Get the last
websites visited - check if the URL has been

accessed at least once within the specified
timeframe. ￭ Monitor hostname - checks if the
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specified hostname has been accessed at least once
within the specified timeframe. ￭ Disable unsecure
check - allows to selectively turn off checking for
insecure web pages. ￭ Disable unsecure hostname
check - allows to selectively turn off checking for

unsecured web servers. ￭ Disable unsecured SMTP
check - allows to selectively turn off checking for

unsecured SMTP servers. ￭ Disable unsecured
POP3 check - allows to selectively turn off

checking for unsecured POP3 servers. ￭ Check if
your email server can be used as a secure mail

server - check if your email server is using a secure
protocol to send emails. ￭ Check if your web

server can be used as a secure web server - check if
your web server is using a secure protocol to serve

web pages. ￭ Check
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What's New In?

Radar Website Monitor is an automated
multithreaded tool that keeps a constant and close
watch over your website which can monitor
different types of internet services, including
HTTP, SMTP, POP3, FTP, and TCP. Whenever
your website is detected inaccessible, loads
improperly or responds excessively slow, Radar
Website Monitor will send immediate notifications
to you, or run any application automatically you
specified previously. Radar Website Monitor is a
software that monitors internet services. You can
define the interval of time which Radar Website
Monitor can provides you with real-time reports
and charts, allowing you to easily understand and
evaluate your website's performance. Here are
some key features of "Radar Website Monitor": ￭
Provide multiple monitoring - Not just websites,
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perform Monitoring as well: URL, Secure Web
Server, Mail Server, FTP Server and any other web
resource delivered through TCP Protocol. ￭ Use
flexible monitoring methods - Monitor your
website in different ways such as get, head and
post. Application Based Website Monitoring ￭
Support multithreaded monitoring synchronously -
Monitor websites, URLs, and servers up to as many
as you need. Application Based Website
Monitoring ￭ Offer real-time charts - Get a clear
idea of your website performance at a glace of the
open-and-shut real-time monitoring charts.
Application Based Website Monitoring ￭ Verify
URL content - scan your web pages looking for
predefined keywords, and detect any change and
compromise without your knowledge. Application
Ba Application Based Website Monitoringsed
Website Monitoring ￭ Make response time analysis
- Assist you in tracking your website performance
with extensive response time analysis. Application
Based Website Monitoring ￭ Allow customized
alerts - Alert you to failures using a variety of
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techniques ranging from playing audible alarms,
pop-up message, sending email and running
specified third-party application. Application
Based Website Monitoring ￭ Notify you once the
error has been cleared and website gets back to
normal. ￭ View detailed monitoring reports daily,
weekly and monthly at any given point, export html
files when needed. ￭ Check extensive loggings of
uptime, failure and response time for every and
each watch item. ￭ Manage Your Website
according to class - Organize all watch items easily
with the convenient function to classify monitoring
items by websites or monitoring types. ￭
Customize the layout of GUI interface and hide
parts specified as rarely used. ￭ Assign as default
the monitor pattern for one preferred watch item to
save your time and work when create future
monitoring packages for other similar items. ￭
Allow you to export all your specified settings for
each server or service you want to monitor. ￭
Monitoring Interval - Intervals vary from 1 second
to
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System Requirements:

Game Developing Education If you are wondering
why the game itself looks like a kids’ card game,
there’s a reason. We all were kids once, and it was a
lot of fun to have those card games with your
friends. Our team really wanted to create
something fun for kids while still providing the
educational and fun experience for adults, so we
did a lot of research to make sure we could deliver
this experience on the Switch, and we were very
happy with the result. Designing a game that kids
will enjoy while being able to teach
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